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Abstract — This paper focuses on the optimal strategy of possibilistic decision trees with the possibilistic Choquet integrals criteria. 
It shows that the criteria don’t satisfy monotonicity, so that the optimal solution cannot be computed in polynomial time by 
Dynamic Programming. Therefore, a Branch and Bound approach is developed to get the best solution. Experiments show that the 
strategy of Branch and Bound will be too costly to accept when the size of decision tree get a bit bigger. However, the Dynamic 
Programming approach is generally quite practicable and meaningful, even not always optimal. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A decision tree represents a sequential decision problem, 
and the set of potential strategies increases exponentially 
with the tree size. In the real world, the information on its 
uncertainty part is sometimes ambiguous and heterogeneous 
so that it is usually difficult to quantify the information in a 
probabilistic way, then possibilistic decision theory becomes 
a typical way to be considered [1]. Possibilistic Choquet 
integrals is one of the criterions that applied to possibilistic 
decision trees for evaluating the decisions [2]. Unfortunately, 
the model doesn’t satisfy the property of monotonicity, so 
that it cannot guarantee a solution of polytime by dynamic 
programming. In other words, the possibilistic Choquet-
based criteria leads to a NP-Hard problem [3]. However, a 
Branch and Bound approach is proposed to get the optimal 
solution, and obtained quite good experimental results. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Basics of Possibility Theory 

Possibility theory, which is issued from Fuzzy Sets 
theory, was first proposed by Zadeh [4] and then further 
developed by Dubois and Prade [5]. Let   be one 
realization (or state) of the universe of discourse  , the 
possibility distribution   in extreme cases are presented by: 

Complete knowledge, i.e. 0 0. . ( ) 1s t     and 

0  , 0)(  , 
Total ignorance,  i.e. 1)(,   . 
From  , the possibility )(A  and the necessity )(AN  

of an event A  can be computed : 
              AwA   ),(sup)(                                 (1) 

AAAN   ),(sup1)(1)(                     (2) 
The possibilistic scale can be interpreted both in an 

ordinal manner and a numerical one, and the possibility 
distributions are composited using the minimum operator 
and the product operator respectively. 

An act (called a simple possibilistic lottery) can be 
represented by a possibility distribution on },,{ 1 nuuU  , 

and denoted by nn uuL  ,,11  where )( ii u  . A 

possibilistic compound lottery can represented 
by kk LL  ,,11  , which can be reduced into the following 

equivalent simple lottery: 
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Where min  for the ordinal condition while *  for 
the numerical one. 

B. Possibilistic Decision Trees  

Decision trees are graphical representations of sequential 
decision problems under the assumption of full 
observability [6]. Formally, the graphical constituent of a 
decision tree T (see Fig. (1)) is formed of a series of nodes 
N and a series of edges  . As a result, N contains three 
kinds of nodes: 

• 0{ , , }mD D D   is the set of decision nodes (usually 
represented by squares). The root node of the tree is 
necessarily a decision node, denoted by 0D . 

•  },,{ 1 kLNLNLN   is the set of leaves, or named 
utility leaves, )( iLNu  is the utility of being eventually in 
node iLN .  

•  },,{ 1 nCCC   is the set of chance nodes (usually 
represented by circles). 

For any NXi  , NXSucc i )(  refers to the set of its 
children. Besides, for any DDi  , CDSucc i )( : )( iDSucc  is 
the set of actions that can be judged when iD  is observed. 
And for any CCi  , DLNCSucc i )( : )( iCSucc  is the set 

of results of the action iC  – either observes a leaf node, or 
reaches a decision node  (and then a new action would be 
executed). 
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Figure 1. Example of a possibilistic decision tree. 

 
Solving a decision tree needs to build a strategy that 

chooses an action for every reachable decision node [7]. A 
strategy as a function from D to C is defined. Any strategy 
in the set of strategies can be deemed to be a combined 
subtree of the decision tree whose arcs are the form 

))(,( ii DD  . The composition of lottery can apply to the 
following recursive definition: 
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(4) 
Eq. (4) defines a computation that reduce lottery in 

polytime. Then strategies can be compared, and thus the 
concept of optimality be defined. Let O be the decision 
criteria, then the strategy is optimal w.r.t. O  iff: 

)'(Re)(Re,'  ductionduction O               (5) 

Formally, it is weakly monotonic if and only if L, L’ 
and L” for a preference order, such that: 

 ",'",' LLLLLL OO                  (6) 

It can be computed in polytime for an optimal strategy 
thanks to an algorithm of Dynamic Programming which 
builds the best strategy backwards, optimizing the decisions 
from the leaves of the tree to its root, only needs the 
decision criteria satisfies the key properties of transitivity 
and weak monotonicity. 

C. Possibilistic Choquet Integrals  

There exists heterogeneous information, for example, 
when the facts on the state of the universe is possibilistic 
and the utility degree are in different, such as one for 
possibilistic while the other for numerical and 
compensatory. Choquet integrals was introduced by 
Schmeidler [8] for decision making under the situation of 
probabilistic paradox, which is a non-Bayesian way to 
extend expected utility, a way of aggregating uncertain 
utilities. This approach uses a monotonic set function  , 
also named a fuzzy or capacity measure. When it needs 
cautious (resp. adventurous) decision making, the capacity 
  is then the necessity measure N (resp. the possibility 
measure  ): 
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Example1. Let L be a possibilistic lottery such that 
51,44.0,21.0L . Thus: 

4.4)]4.01(*)45[()]1.01(*)24[(2)( LChN , 
8.3]1*)45[(]4.0*)24[(2)(  LCh . 

Example2. Let 1L  and 2L  be two lotteries such that 

301,205.0,102.01 L  and 301,201,102.02 L . It can be 

verified that: 18)(23)( 21  LChLCh NN . 
This result shows that compounding a lottery with 

another lottery, the composition of lotteries cannot 
guarantee that they strictly better than the original one, that 
is to say it cannot increase its Choquet value. 

Example3. Let 11,51.05.0,02.0L , 

11,5.06.0,01.0'L ,   11,001.0"L , ",1 LLL   

and ",'2 LLL  , with 55.0  and 1 . 

For min , it has: 11,51.05.0,02.0)(Re 1 Lduction  and 

11,5.055.0,01.0)(Re 2 Lduction . 

Computing 653.0)( LChN  and 650.0)'( LChN  so that 

'LL
NCh .  

But 675.0))((Re653.0))((Re 21  LductionChLductionCh NN , 
which contradicts the monotonicity property. The point is 
that the possibilistic Choquet integrals do not satisfy 
monotonicity principle. As a result, it cannot get optimal 
policy by Dynamic Programming approach.  

D. Optimize the Choquet-based Criteria through Branch 
and Bound Approach 

As it showed in the previous section, it defines a NP-
hard problem on possibilistic Choquet integrals and the 
Dynamic Programming algorithm which is polynomial may 
bring about sub-optimal decision results. As an substitute, a 
way to enumerate implicit strategies through a Branch and 
Bound approach is applied. The Branch and Bound 
algorithm  (see Algorithm 1) takes as argument a partial 
strategy   and an upper bound of the value of Choquet 
level Ch  of the optimal extension of the partial strategy (   

is the measure of the possibility or the necessity). It returns 
the Choquet value of the optimal strategy that found by 
now, opt . As original value for  , empty strategies are 
held. For opt , a strategy of the Dynamic Programming 
procedure is picked: positively, even not necessarily 
returning the best strategy, it generally provides a quite 
practicable one. The current partial strategy,  , is 
developed by the choice of an action for other unassigned 
decision nodes at every step. When several decision nodes 
can be chosen, the one with the minimal rank is first 
developed. The backtracks via recursive procedure when 
either the current strategy is complete (then opt  and optCh  
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should be updated) or proves to be worse than the current 
value opt  in all cases. 

 
 

Algorithm 1. ),(  ChBB  with  orN  

if   then }{ 0DDpend   else 

    }))((..{ ijandDSuccDtsDD jiipend   ; 

if pendD  then 

    if optChCh 

   then 

         opt ; 

        
 ChChopt  ; 

else 
    iD

pendi DDnext  minarg ; 

    for each )( nexti DSuccC   do 

        inext CD )( ; 

        )),(( 0  DLChEval  ; 

        if optChEval   then ),( 
  ChBBChopt  ; 

return optCh ; 

For the sake of  getting the upper bound of Choquet 
value for the optimal realization of  , the function 

L (  orN ) is called to compute the best lottery of all 

the complete strategies which extend   from a node given 
in argument and take the Choquet value of the lottery as the 
upper bound of the Choquet value of the optimal strategy 
harmonious with  . Whenever optChLCh   ))((  the 

algorithm will backtrack, yielding the choice of another 
action for the last decision nodes considered. Moreover 
when   is complete, )(L  returns ),( 0 DL ; the upper 

bound is equal to the Choquet value when computed for a 
complete strategy. 

)(L  actually builds a lottery that surmounts all the 

possible extensions of   with respect of  .  
When the upper bound for the possibility-based Choquet 

integral is built, the computation relies on L (see 
Algorithm 2 below). It computes a lottery that surmounts 
any possible extension on the current strategy. The function 
inputs a partial strategy, then proceeds backwards, that each 
terminal node assigned a simple lottery )(1 iLu  to  iLN . At 

every chance node iC , it performs the combination of the 
lotteries in )( iCSucc  on the basis of Eq.(4). At every 
decision node iD  a lottery that surmounts all that in 

)( iDSucc  w.r.t.   is built; the lottery is simply the upper 
envelop of all the lotteries in )( iDSucc , i.e. 

][max)(,
)()( i

DSuccL
i

upp
DSuccX uLuLLi

i
i 

 . 

It follows directly that ][][ iiX uLuL   for any 

)( iDSuccL , i.e. XL  surmounts each of the lotteries in 

)( iDSucc . Thus, the value of Choquet level ),( XL  is 

the upper bound of the corresponding result of the optimal 
complete strategy that rooted in X and extending  , which 
proves the validity of our procedure for  .  

 
Algorithm 2. ),( XL  

for each ],,1[ ni   do 0][ iX uL ; 

if LNX   then 1][ iX uL ; 

if CX   then 
    for each )(XSuccY   do 
        ),( YLLY  ; 

        for each ],,1[ ni   do 
            ]))[),((],[max(][ iYXiXiX uLYuLuL  ; 

if DX   then 
    if )(X  then 
        for each )( nexti DSuccC   do 

            ),( YLLY  ; 

            for each ],,1[ ni   do 
                ])[],[max(][ iYiXiX uLuLuL  ; 

    else  
        )),((  XLLX  ;  

return XL ; 

 
And the upper bound of the necessity-based Choquet 

integral is something similar [9].  

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The algorithms presented above have been implemented 
over Python and the programming experiments were 
actualized on a processor Intel Xeon X5550, 2.60 GHz, 8 
GB of RAM. The tests have shown the performances of the 
Dynamic Programming procedure (denoted DP) and the 
Branch and Bound approach (denoted BB), respectively. 
Complete binary decision trees with different heights were 
performed in  this experiments. 4 sets of tests had set up, the 
number of decisions in sequence (denoted seq) between 2 
and 5, with an alternation of decision nodes and chance 
nodes: At each decision level i, the tree contains 12 i  
decision nodes followed by i2  chance nodes. Then, the 
number of chance nodes is   *2C D  in the tree and the 

number of leaves is  1LN C D   . It means that for 

the set of tests, when a sequence length 2seq   (resp. 3, 4, 

5), the number of decision nodes is 5D   (resp. 21, 85, 

341), the number of nodes in the tree is 
31N D C LN     (resp. 127, 511, 2047) nodes (as 

shown in figure 2.).  
The values of the utilities are randomly initialized in the 

set   0,  1,...,  20U   following equiprobable distribution. 

Conditional possibilities relative to chance nodes are 
initialized in [0, 1] randomly and normalized. Each contains 
300 randomly generated problems. 
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Since the Dynamic Programming algorithm may lead to 
sub-optimal strategies, it is to suggest generating the exact 
values by Branch and Bound method to estimate the quality 
by comparing them. In other words, for different trees the 
number of cases for which the value reached by Dynamic 
Programming is not the optimal value to be computed, and 
 

 
Figure 2. Structure of the decision tree when seq=2. 

 
when it fails, it suggests that the closeness value equal to  
where  is the possibilistic Choquet integrals when 
comparing the optimal strategy computed by Dynamic 
Programming  to that by Branch and Bound-the 
experimental results are showed in Tables I and II. 

TABLE I PERCENTAGE OF PROBLEMS FOR WHICH THE DPV   IS CORRECT.  

Length of the seq 2 3 4 5 

NCh  
Qualitative 92% 77% 52% 35% 

Numerical 95% 85% 61% 40% 

Ch  
Qualitative 95% 85% 91% 99% 

Numerical 96% 87% 94% 99% 

 

TABLE II AVERAGE CLOSENESS VALUE BBDP VV  IN WHICH BBDP VV  . 

Length of the seq 2 3 4 5 

NCh  
Qualitative 95% 96% 95% 95% 

Numerical 94% 97% 97% 98% 

Ch  
Qualitative 96% 98% 98% 99% 

Numerical 97% 97% 98% 99% 

 
Tables III and table IV provide two different average 

CPU runtime for Dynamic Programming approach and the 
complete Branch and Bound approach. Apparently, the 
execution CPU time increases with the size of the tree for 

NCh  and Ch  in qualitative and numerical setting 
respectively, and looks worse for complete Branch and 
Bound algorithm than for the Dynamic Programming 
algorithm.  

TABLE III EXECUTION CPU TIME FOR NCh   IN SECONDS. 

Length of the seq 2 3 4 5 

Qualitative 
DP 0.014 0.015 0.084 0.31 

BB 0.051 0.107 3.87 55223 

Numerical 
DP 0.02 0.028 0.064 0.277 

BB 0.053 0.08 3.667 43262 

 

TABLE IV EXECUTION CPU TIME FOR Ch  IN SECONDS. 

Length of the seq 2 3 4 5 

Qualitative 
DP 0.011 0.042 0.073 0.155 

BB 0.023 0.102 1.948 4818 

Numerical 
DP 0.01 0.027 0.034 0.237 

BB 1.019 1.089 1.467 395.3 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Most of the criteria satisfy the monotonicity property so 
that the strategy optimal can be managed in polytime [10]. 
However, the optimization problem for Choquet integrals is 
NP-hard. An efficient approach in judging and evaluating 
the uncertain situation is proposed, which developed from 
the concept of Percent of Correct Classification with regard 
to a semantic distance under an uncertain context [11], 
named average closeness value. And other possibilistic 
decision tree approaches under uncertainty were proposed in 
the literature [12][13], which mainly in the way of dealing 
with that uncertainty when building the tree.  

The percentage of getting success of the DP 
approximation is decreasing with the size of decisions with 
regard to the necessity-based qualitative Choquet integrals. 
The approximation seems quite practicable even when it 
doesn’t acquire the optimal value, with a closeness value 
bigger than 94% in any case. And the closeness value is also 
very nice (bigger than 96% in any case) for the possibility-
based qualitative Choquet integrals, and the percentage of 
getting success of the DP approximation is increasing with 
the size of decisions (this is because the more the leaves in 
the tree, the higher the possibility of getting a Ch  value 
maximal in the utility scale). The experimental results are 
similar for both numerical (product-based) and qualitative 
(min-based) conditions.  

Unsurprisingly, the increasing is linear for DP and no 
doubt that exponential for BB. However, the times remains 
affordable even when the trees are quite big (341 nodes). 
For reasonable trees (85 decision nodes) the average CPU 
time is less than 4s and the maximal CPU time is about a 
minute. The experimental results are thus practicable to 
allow to handle the real-size problems. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, it has shown that the possibilistic Choquet-
based criteria strategy optimization in possibilistic decision 
tree is intractable, so that the optimization problem cannot 
be solved in polytime. Then a Branch and Bound method is 
proposed to extend the use of Dynamic Programming. 
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Experiments have shown that even not optimal, the results  
by Dynamic Programming approach are generally quite 
practicable. 
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